Overview

NAVEX Global’s Learning Management System (LMS) is an easy-to-use, intuitive and powerful application for managing and delivering NAVEX Global's online training courseware.

A SIMPLE LMS WITH POWERFUL CAPABILITIES—FOR LEARNERS AND ADMINISTRATORS

FOR LEARNERS, an LMS should provide a frictionless path to content. Technology shouldn't get in the way of their training experience.

FOR ADMINISTRATORS, an LMS should provide, deploy, track and report on compliance training programs, metrics and progress toward goals.

NAVEX Global's LMS meets the needs of both learners and administrators. Set-up is quick and simple with minimal impact on your organization's IT infrastructure and resources. Our LMS also includes user-friendly wizards to make program administration easy. In many cases, new administrators—even those without previous experience or special skills—can be up a running in as little as one hour, allowing your learners to access content quickly and easily.

FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE LMS SUPPORTS ORGANIZATIONS OF ALL SIZES

Our flexible and scalable LMS is ideal for organizations of all sizes, regardless of the complexity of your compliance training program. While small and mid-sized organizations often appreciate the simplicity and user-friendly accessibility of the tool, larger, multi-national organizations tend to benefit from the tool’s advanced features, such as the ability to segregate training data by region, division and group structures, and create enhanced reporting for program administrators.

KEY FEATURES OF NAVEX GLOBAL'S LMS

- Enhanced user interface to make learning management easy
- Training portals customized to your organization's brand
- Administrator access to manage training
- Mobile-enabled LMS
- Automated e-mail task notifications and reminders for both learners and administrators
- Real-time training visual reporting that is exportable to Microsoft Excel and PDF
- Secure access and storage of data
- Support for hierarchical group structures to manage data access
- Automated data exchange capabilities to synch with HR systems
IMPROVE TRAINING PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS WITH NAVEX GLOBAL’S LMS

FOR ADMINISTRATORS:
- Enroll users in multiple NAVEX Global online training courses
- View and share detailed reporting (e.g. who has started and completed a course)
- Obtain learner training history (e.g. training start date, completion date)
- Automate e-mail notifications for user enrollment and reminders
- Preview courses
- Track live training activities (i.e. instructor led events or conferences etc.)
- Create incompletion summary reports for managers

FOR LEARNERS:
- Quick and easy access to training
- Course bookmarking (the ability to exit the course and restart again at the same place)
- Access to training history
- Ability to review completed courses
- Continued access to training resources (e.g. online resource guides)
- Translated welcome screens and notifications

ADDITIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE FEATURES INCLUDE:
- A client setup wizard to make LMS administration easy to begin
- A license dashboard providing details on employee enrollment
- A powerful yet simple batch enrollment engine to streamline enrollment
- Support for hierarchical group structure to manage access to data from all locations
- Customizable report and display features
- Client-configurable custom fields on user profiles with up to 20 data items
- Notification engine for automating e-mails
- A Super CTA (Corporate Training Administrator) role which provides the ability to manage subordinate CTAs, allowing for tier-based group-level learning management

GET THE RELIABILITY, SIMPLICITY AND SUPPORT YOU NEED FROM AN LMS

NAVEX Global has configured LMS portals for thousands of companies and millions of learners, successfully deploying courses for small, mid-market and large companies across the country.

Unlike other compliance training vendors who frequently change LMS platforms, NAVEX Global offers a proven and time-tested LMS that provides your organization the assurances and stability you demand. Our robust LMS can deliver compliance training to your employees around the globe while making learning administration easy for your corporate training administrators.

ABOUT NAVEX GLOBAL

NAVEX Global’s comprehensive suite of ethics and compliance software, content and services helps protect your people, reputation and bottom line. The trusted global expert to nearly 75 of the FORTUNE 100 and 8,000+ clients overall, our solutions are informed by the largest ethics and compliance community in the world.
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